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A bit of a route map

• Step 1: the context
• Nature resilience & biodiversity revitalisation are ‘grand challenges’

• Corporations impact upon nature and biodiversity

• Step 2: what would biosphere stewardship entail?
• The wish-list for stewardship … who could be stewards?

• How could you obtain data to do this?

• Step 3: Enabling biosphere stewardship? 
• Mapping and valuing business-biosphere relationships

• Biosphere as a critical infrastructure 

We are not going 
to revisit this 

context

Jan – 
infrastructuring 

(as a verb)

Ian – 
infrastructuring 

(as a noun)



What comes together for corporate biosphere stewardship?

• Vision alignment between corporations & society on stewardship
• Frameworks to support corporations to pursue sustainability
• Transformation in ‘licence to operate’ (regulatory & consumer focused)
• Support of the financial sector (& tools for them to be stewards too)
• Radical transparency & translate corporate actions in ecological terms
• Accountability through disclosure

Who are the companies that collectively could steward?



Keystone actors – 
those who mobilise 

the biosphere



Ocean industries (& the Ocean-100)

Virdin, J., Vegh, T., Jouffray, J.-B., Blasiak, R., Mason, S., Osterblom, H., Vermeer, D., Wacthmeister, H., and N. Werner. 2021. The Ocean 100: Transnational corporations in the ocean 

economy. Science Advances 7: eabc8041



Seafood 
Business for 

Ocean 
Stewardship



Traceability & translation – knowledge infrastructure





Add information intermediators
and

spatial & species level data sets





Ocean Disclosure Partnership







Land based resources for fish feeds

Example from Cargill’s soy report





Business Biosphere Literacy and Competence

• All businesses possess ability to impact on critical functioning of 
biosphere 

• Mainstreaming the exceptional

• 4% UK businesses integrated SDG 14 Life Under Water 

• 8% UK businesses integrated SDG 15 Life on Land

• Non-disclosure (ignorance?) of existential threats to business 
model

• Business exceptionalism, yet entangled with and connecting 
ecological systems

• (Mis)understanding dependency, positive impact and negative 
impacts on biosphere 

• Known-knowns – tragedy of the commons & horizon



Business-Biosphere Relationships

• Simplification of landscape

• Loss of biodiversity

• Release of greenhouse gases

• Disrupting bio-geochemical 
cycles breaching planetary 
boundaries

• Disrupting freshwater cycles

• Marine Littering

• Reducing system resilience

• Complicating landscape

• Enhancing biodiversity

• Removal of greenhouse gases

• Rebalancing bio-geochemical 
cycles within planetary 
boundaries

• Rebalancing freshwater cycles

• Marine cleansing

• Increase system resilience



Nature as a critical infrastructure

• Everyone ‘wants’ effective infrastructure

• Infrastructure value creating activity for most

• No-one wants to pay for infrastructure

• Long lasting – NIMBY & NIMTO

• No-one wants to pay for infrastructure

• Infrastructure as market failure

• Even the best infrastructure crumbles and 
decays 

• Resilient Infrastructure needs active 
stewardship





INTERCONNECTIONS & COVELLIANCE: MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS FOR BIOSPHERE STEWARDSHIP

DESIGNING INVESTABILITY INTO TRANSFORMATION PROJECTS



The rapidly evolving corporate biodiversity reporting (for 
stewardship?) landscape
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GRI 304

Adapted from Yann Verstraeten

Nature BenchmarkQuestionnaire
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What comes together for corporate biosphere stewardship?

• Vision alignment between corporations & society on stewardship
• Frameworks to support corporations to pursue sustainability
• Transformation in ‘licence to operate’ (regulatory & consumer focused)
• Support of the financial sector (& tools for them to be stewards too)
• Radical transparency & translate corporate actions in ecological terms
• Accountability through disclosure

Infrastructuring stewardship
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